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The Ladies’ Diary
Puzzles and Riddles from the Era of Newton!
B S Shylaja
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Solving mathematical puzzles has always been a fascination
for curious minds. Some of the riddles from the 18th century
are very challenging and can trigger the readers' curiosity
even today. Published in a periodical titled Ladies' Diary,
these puzzles reflect the astronomical and mathematical knowledge of the readers which included women. Debates on mathematical solutions offered by some famous personalities like
Newton and Flamsteed are recorded. A selection of such
puzzles is discussed here.

history of sciences,
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It is very interesting to solve riddles and more so if some mathematical ideas are embedded in it. One is reminded of the famous
examples from Leelavathi of the 12th century, wherein
Bhaskaracharya capsuled the algebraic and arithmetic concepts in
problems involving mythological characters, animals, number of
arrows used in Mahabharatha war and the like. Such a curiosity
also appears to be a precursor of the ‘Enigma’ column in New
Scientist.
I chanced upon another similar collection of puzzles dated 1704
to 1816 AD, when I was trying to understand the origin of the
calendar system. This collection, initiated by John Tipper was
called the Ladies’ Diary or Woman’s Almanack; it had the details
of all celestial events, festivals and birthdays of kings, queens and
other members of the royal family. It attracted my attention since
it referred to January 16th as “Old new year’s day”! What was the
‘new’ new year’s day? When did the celebration shift to January
1st? and why? The answers to these were not directly readable
there, but there may have been a clue hidden somewhere.
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It carried articles very much like the women’s magazines of today
– health care, recipes and so on. By 1709 it had many enigmas/
riddles which were numbered serially. The answers provided by
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readers were published in the subsequent issues. Charles Hutton,
the editor in 1816, compiled all such riddles. He was the last editor
and for some reason the magazine was discontinued thereafter.
Although by its title and otherwise it was expected to attract only
the readers of the fair sex, it was very popular and enjoyed a large
readership from the other sex too. This becomes obvious when we
look at the names of those who posed the problems and those who
solved it. A statistical analysis of about 913 such riddles rules out
the myth that it was for ladies only. While reading the problems
one wonders at the scholarly answers – also points to the unsung
heroes and heroines of yesteryears. The majority of the riddles are
from geometry and next comes astronomy. There are algebraic
and trigonometric problems too. Interesting solutions are also
found. It is surprising that the average reader of those days was
well acquainted with such mathematical and more importantly,
astronomical knowledge.
The textbook problem of a body in an imaginary tunnel along the
earth’s diameter executing simple harmonic motion appears as a
riddle in the Ladies’ Diary; this is reproduced in Box 1.
Box 1.

This has been answered by Mr Rob Phillips with a corollary – “Since any active force, acting in
contrary directions, always generates or destroys an equal quantity of motion in the same time, it is
evident that after the body passes the centre, its velocity at all equal distances on either side will be
equal; and when it arrives at the opposite surface, its velocity will be quite destroyed, and the body
will again fall towards the centre, and proceedtill it arrives at the surface again; andthus it will oscillate
backward and forward continually; and the whole time of a double oscillation,……..will be quadruple
the time above found………………1h 24m 51.28s.”
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The problem that appears very often is that of finding the latitude
of a place given the shadow length at noon on a specific date. Such
an exercise must have been a common activity those days while
today it demands special coaching. Youngsters, today, hardly
appreciate the effort in finding the location without any aid –
either the GPS or a much simpler device, the magnetic compass.
Here are some examples from the compilation – they are worth
including in any textbook even today; the solutions use some
tables and rules and cite books which cannot be traced now. Hence
the solution looks like magic. However, I have attempted to solve
some of them with the latest techniques that we have been taught.
Question No.723
The famous clock problem which gives the answer of 65 minutes
as the interval of two successive overlaps of the hour and minute
hands appears in many puzzle books today. It is the same logic that
was used by astronomers to find the orbital periods of planets, the
period of revolution of the earth around the sun and so on. It has
an altogether different approach here. Question no 723 reads:
To find when the three concentric hands of a clock make all equal
angles with each other, or have such positions as to divide the
circle into three equal parts (supposing them to begin to move all
together from a conjunction) in each of these two cases, viz., 1st,
supposing that for every time the first hand moves round, the
second hand goes 10 times, and the third goes 100 times round;
and 2ndly, for the case of the usual hour, minute, and second
hands of a clock (if possible) wherein the first goes round in 12
hours, the second in one hour, and the third in one minute.
As you can guess the problem is quite easy to solve for only two
hands. In fact, that was the method used by all astronomers to
derive the sidereal day, the synodic periods of moon and planets.
Quite interestingly this has been answered by Mr Henry Clarke;
he proved that this is an impossible solution (Box 2). I have
attempted a solution – this is given in Appendix A.
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Box 2.

Box 2. Continued...
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Box 2. Continued...

Prize Question
There are some prize questions. (It is not mentioned anywhere
what the prize was!) One of them (by a person named Plus Minus)
reads:
By observing the interval of time between two observations, one
of two fixed stars on the same azimuth circle, the other of two other
fixed stars (or even of the same stars when that is possible) on the
same azimuth circle, the latitude of the place of observation may
be determined. It is required to shew how the observer may chuse
his star, that the error in latitude, caused by that which he is liable
to commit in judging when the stars are on the same azimuth
circle, may be the least possible?
Question No. 761
Here is one with a resemblance to a problem from Leelavathi
(Box 3).
Being on the sands at Marsk, which are truly horizontal, I saw a
sea-mew flying, at which I threw a stone with a velocity of 60 feet
per second, and observed that it touched the bird in the vertex of
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Box 3. Problem Number 152 from Leelavathi

There is a hole at the foot of a pillar nine hasthas* high and a pet peacock standing on
the top of it. Seeing the snake return to the hole from a distance equal to three times its
height, the peacock descends upon it slantwise. Say quickly at how many hasthas from
the hole their meeting occurs? (the speeds of the two are assumed to be equal;*hastha
means hand; here it is a unit of length).
The solution to the Leelavathi problem utilises Pythagoras theorem.
its path. It is required to find the angle of projection, the time the
stone was in motion, and the height of the bird; the sum of the said
height and horizontal distance of the stone’s projection being a
maximum.
Question No.738
The usual method of finding the latitude at sea, is by observing the
greatest altitude of the sun, and taking that for the meridian
latitude: Now on March 23d, 1777, an observer, on board a ship
running N.N.W. at the rate of 10 miles an hour, made the greatest
altitude of the sun’s centre 13o 5c5cc on the south meridian: I would
know the true latitude he was then in, and the time when he had
completed his observation.
Question No.753
The positions of stars, apart from the names themselves, were
perhaps common knowledge. The following question reflects the
idea.
It is required to find at what time, on May 21st, 1779, the
difference of azimuth between Aldebaran and D Orien, will be a
maximum or minimum at London?
Question No.759
Likewise, the calculation of latitudes using the sun’s meridian
passage was also very well known.This question is a direct
application of spherical astronomy. However the solution is given
in just 4 lines (Box 4).
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Box. 4

It is interesting to see that there is a reference to Thacker’s theorem
in the solution, which is not provided in todays’ textbooks. A
search for this author leads to the collections in Earl Gregg Swem
Library as A miscellany of mathematical problems : In three
volumes. By Anthony Thacker, Teacher of the Mathematicks at
Birmingham Free-School. This is dated 1743.
A solution to this problem based on the current techniques is given
in Appendix B.
Question No.904
The standard of readers can be gauged from the question no. 904
posed by Mr John Bonnycastle. It refers to an equation by Isaac
Newton.
It is asserted by Mr Castillioneus, in his Commentary upon Sir
Isaac Newton’s Arithmetic, that any rational cubic equation of the
irreducible case, (as x3 – 15x = 3), will have at least one rational
root: it is required to shew the truth or falsity of this assertion?
There is a debate that follows this.
Question No.936
Another question (by G Sanderson) throws light on the contempo-
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rary knowledge of astronomy – on the calculations for a solar eclipse.
This also has invited a debate. The question reads:
To determine whether the horizontal diameter of the moon, or its
diameter augmented according to its altitude, ought to be made use of
in calculating solar eclipses, by Mr Flamsteed’s method.
Question No.717
This is an example from navigation (Box 5). The answer provided by
Ra. Thompson is very short and skips many intermediate steps. We
Box 5.
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give a detailed solution in Appendix C.
The answers to such problems cite certain rules which are not used
now. However it is interesting to note that the answers are
provided to 3 or 4 decimal places. The question is: how was this
accuracy achieved in 1770s?
Question No.769
Here is a person imagining a cruise with Captain Cook; his/her
name is ‘Plus Minus’.
Had I been at the antipodes with Captain Cook, I might have won
a wager of him; for he says, that he then was as removed from his
friends in London as possible. Now I desire to know what course
he ought to steer, and how far from the place where he then was,
to be as far from London as possible; and how much farther he
would then be than when at the antipodes; supposing the polar
diameter of the earth to be to the equatorial diameter as 229 to
230, and that the latter is 8000 miles?
Question No.739
Here is an example of a purely geometrical problem (question by
the Rev. Mr. Crakelt).
On a given base to constitute a triangle, such that the square of a
line from the vertical angle to bisect the base may be to the
rectangle of the sides containing the vertical angle in a given
ratio; and more over that, if a circle be described upon the given
base as a diameter, cutting the bisecting line (produced if necessary) in two points, the square on the said bisecting line may be
also used to the rectangle under the two segments thereof, so
intercepted, in another given ratio.
Question No.732
This can be solved algebraically as well as geometrically.
Required the difference of the areas between the greatest curve
whose equation is px3 = y4, that can be inscribed in a curve whose
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bounding ordinate = 20, greatest abscissa = 30, and equation p4x
= y5 (the vertex of the former in the middle of the base of the
latter); and the greatest parallelogram that can be inscribed
between the base of the inscribed curve and the vertex of the
circumscribed curve.
Questions in Verse
Here are some questions which read like a poem.
No. 834 by Mr Alex. Rowe of Reginnis, is an interesting poem
on an imaginary balloon flight.
Mongolfier with his air-balloon,
Steering between the earth and moon,
Observes with wonder, as he flies,
The setting sun appear to rise;
And sees him take his ev’ning’s nap
In gentle Thetis’ watery lap,
A quarter* after lying fame
Had seen him kiss the buxom dame.
Tell me, ye Phillomaths profound,
How high above earth’s spacious round,
The daring artist took his flight,
Soaring beyond frail mortal’s sight,
Far in the liquid fields above,
And rivalling the bird of Jove;
Or him, whose fate, as legends fain,
Gave name to Icarian main.
* Of an hour. This happened at Paris in latitude 48o, 50c on April
1, the sun’s declination 50o0cThe radius of the earth is supposed
4000 miles.
Another poem (question no: 984 by Nancy Mason) specifically
asks the women and it is by a woman.

Dear Ladies fair, I pray declare,
In Dia’s page next year,
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When first it was I ’gan to pass
My time upon this sphere.
My age so clear; the first o’th’ year,
In years, in months, and days,
With ease you’ll find, by what’s subjoin’d*,
Exact the same displays.
*xy + z = 238 ½ Where x = the years, y = the months, and
°
xz + y = 158 °¾ z = the days of my age, the first of
x + y + z = 39 °° January, 1795.
¿

Question number 742 by Mr John Penberthy is another poem and is
given in Box 6.

Box 6.

The compilation throws light on the mathematical literacy among
laypersons and women in particular, although all the editors
during its 100 years tenure were men.
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Appendix A
Solution to Question No. 723
Let us take the simplest solution of the clock. Let T1 be the time of rotation of the hour hand,
T2, that of the minute hand and T3 that of the second hand. The time interval of successive
overlaps, T, of the hour hand and the minute hand is given by

1 1

ȉ1 ȉ 2

1
.
ȉ

(A1)

Substituting the values (T1 = 12 hours, T2 = 60 minutes), we get T = 65.45 minutes, which
corresponds to 65 minutes and 27 seconds. Quite naturally the third hand will be at a position
corresponding to 27 seconds, which is between positions 5 and 6 on the clock. Therefore it cannot
overlap with the other two hands. This angular separation gets accumulated cycle after cycle and
therefore the answer that all of them overlap will be only once in 12 hours, which is the starting
point itself. On the other hand, if we consider only the minute and second hand, using an equation
similar to (A1) the overlaps occur every 1.01 minutes or 1 minute and 6 seconds. This has no
relevance to the overlap time interval of the hour and minute hands.
Thus it is impossible to have the three hands of a clock overlapping each other at a time other
than 12 hours. Only when the periods are exact multiples (1:2 or 1:4, etc.) do we have the overlap
occurring frequently as in the case of harmonics of sound waves. Extending this argument about
the clock to the celestial sphere it becomes obvious that it is impossible to have the alignment
of planets (ignoring small changes in the orbital planes) each with a different orbital period,
nowhere near the multiples.
Equation (A1) can be applied to the maximum elongation intervals of Venus to derive the orbital
period quite accurately. Here the condition that the difference should be 360o is replaced by the
maximum elongation angle, which is easier to observe and record. Likewise for the outer planets
the interval between successive oppositions is used.
It can even be applied to the simple case of the sidereal day and solar day. The simple observation
is that any star returns to the meridian 3min 55 or 56 seconds earlier than the sun. T1 = 24 hours
and T2 = 23.9345 hours. The time of overlap as calculated from (A1) gives the period of apparent
motion of the sun around the earth – the year. A particular star will cross the meridian only on
a specific day of the year.
Observing the difference in the intervals of the full moon (29.53 days) and relating it to the year,
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we arrive at the actual period of revolution of the moon using this formula. Here in the equation
(1), T1 = 365.25 days is the slower hand and T = 29.53 days is the time of overlap. We get T2 =
27.32 days which is the revolution period of the moon.
In the problem (from the Ladies’ Diary dated 1777AD) the overlap condition for the hands of
the clock is replaced with the condition that they are all spaced apart by 120o. The logic is the
same but the equations appear slightly different (leading to the same result that there is no
solution).
360 t

Let us consider the first two hands. In time t, the angle covered by the first hand is ȉ
1

.

360 t

During the same time the angle covered by the second hand is ȉ . The angular difference
2
between them is

360 t 360 t
o

ȉ 2 and this should be 120 . Equation (A1) now can be written as
ȉ1

360
360

ȉ1
ȉ2

120
ȉ

or

1
1

ȉ1 ȉ2

1
,
3T

(A2)

where T is the time interval for an angular separation of 120o . Similarly the other two hands will
have an angular separation given by
1 1

ȉ2 ȉ3

1
,
3T'

(A3)

where T c is the corresponding time interval. Let us now consider a situation when hands 1 and
2 have completed n1 alignments and hands 2 and 3 have completed n2 alignments. The angle
between them will be 120o if

n1 T = n 2 T c

or

n1
n2

ȉ3(ȉ1 ȉ2)
.
ȉ1(ȉ2  ȉ3)

This is not an integer for the ratios 1:60:3600 and 1:10:100. Hence there is no instant of time for
which the angle between the three can be 120o.
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Appendix B
Solution to Question No.759
From the basic definitions of spherical astronomy, the time taken for the sun to reach the meridian
from horizon is calculated in the following way.
Let the sun’s position be indicated by Q on the celestial sphere (see Figure B1). The observer
is at O, the center of the sphere. Z is the zenith. The sun moves along a diurnal circle parallel
to the equator. Circles perpendicular to the equator originating from the pole are called hour
circles. SMZN is the meridian. Angle ZOQ (represented by ZQ) is called the zenith distance. MR
(angle MOR) is the hour angle – it will be 90o when the sun is rising and zero when the sun is
on the meridian.
The hour angle (HA) at sunrise is given by equating the zenith distance, z, to 90 in the equation
cos z = sinI sinG + cos I cos G cos(HA).

(B1)

This becomes cos(HA) = – tanI tanG ,

(B2)

where I is the latitude of the place and G, the declination of the sun (which is 23.5 on June 22).
Let A and B be two places on the same meridian (Figure B2). As shown in the figure, PABQ is
the longitude circle. Angle BOQ (written as BQ) is the latitude of B; AOQ (written as AQ) is
the latitude of A. Let BQ = I1 and AQ = I2 be the latitudes of B and A respectively.
The latitude of A is I2 = QA = 90 – PA = 90 – I1 as mentioned in the problem.

Figure B1
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For the observer at A, the hour angle for sunrise is written as HA2; for the observer at B it is HA1.
Using equation (B2), we have
cos(HA1) = – tan I1 tanG ,

(B3)

cos(HA2) = – tanI2 tanG .

(B4)

Multiplying (B3) and (B4)
cos(HA1) cos(HA2) = tanI1 tanI2 tan2G
Putting tan G = 0.189 (since G is 23.5)
cos(HA1 + HA2) + cos(HA2– HA1) = 2 u 0.189 .

(B5)

It is given that the time difference between sunrise at the two latitudes is 1h 18m = 19.5o.
Therefore
HA2 – HA1 = 19.5o .

(B6)

Equation (B5) now simplifies to HA1= 52.41 .
Putting this in (B3) we get I1 = 35.53o ,
and then from (B6), I2 = 54.5o .

Appendix C
Solution to Question No.717
The problem is depicted in Figure C1. One ship moves
from N southwards (along NC) at 1o/day; the other from
E in the direction WNW (along EA) at 2o/day. We need
to find when AC, their separation, is a minimum.
This can be written as EA = 2 NC, as per the specification of the problem. Recall that EA implies angle
EOA, where O is the center of the earth (not indicated
in the figure). Similarly NC implies the angle CON. We
may write
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sin(EA) = sin(2NC) = 2 sin(NC) cos(NC) .

(C1)

From spherical triangle AEC, applying cosine rule,
cos (AC) = cos(AE) cos(CE) + sin(AE) sin(CE) cosE .

(C2)

Here E is the angle between the two planes containing great circles AE and CE; E = 67o30’.
Therefore cos E = cos 67o 30c = 0.382. Let us denote cos E by p. Let sin (NC) = x ; then
cos (NC) = 1  x 2 = y.
sin(AE) = sin(2NC) = 2 sin x cos x = 2 xy ,

(C3)

cos(AE) = cos(2NC) = cos2 (NC) – sin2 (NC) = y2 – x2 = 1 –2x2 ,

(C4)

cos (CE) = cos (90–NC) = sin(NC) = x ,
sin(CE) = cos (NC) = y .

(C5)

From (C2)
cos (AC) = cos (AE) cos (CE) + sin(AE) sin(CE) p = (1 – 2x2) x + 2 xy2 p
= x –2 x3 – 2 xp – 2 x3p .
For AC to be a minimum

dAC
should be 0. This means
dx

1 – 6 x2 + 2p – 6 p x2 = 0 .

This simplifies to x 2

(C6)

1 2 p
6(1  p )

(C7)

0.2127 .

Therefore x = 0.461 or NC = 27.46 .
So, when the ship from N moves 27.46o it will be at the least distance from the other. This takes
27 days because it is moving at the rate of 1o per day.
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